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dishonored 2 is available for purchase for $49.99 usd on windows pc, playstation 4, and xbox one.
the dishonored 2 expansion pass, which includes all four add-on story episodes (dishonored, blood
ties, the knife of dunwall, and the brigmore witches), can also be purchased for $29.99 usd. blood

ties experience dishonoreds beloved hero, corvo, as he explores the hostile streets of dunwall in this
stand-alone story. game title: dishonored 2 store page: genres: action developers: arkane studios

publisher: bethesda softworks release date: 11 nov, 2016 the knife of dunwall in the knife of dunwall,
a new chapter of dishonored’s story, follow emily kaldwin as she faces off against her most

dangerous adversary yet. set before the events of dishonored, you will play a new character, vane,
who finds himself caught up in a deadly conspiracy. game title: dishonored 2 store page: genres:
action developers: arkane studios publisher: bethesda softworks release date: 11 nov, 2016 the

brigmore witches in the brigmore witches, follow corvo’s daughter, daud, as she becomes empress
and sets out to bring her father’s assassins to justice. game title: dishonored 2 store page: genres:

action developers: arkane studios publisher: bethesda softworks release date: 11 nov, 2016
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dishonored definitive edition dishonored
definitive edition features the complete and

remastered game, plus all four add-on
episodes (dishonored, blood ties, the knife of
dunwall, and the brigmore witches) that take
the award-winning experience to new heights.
also includes a curated selection of more than

100 pieces of fan-favorite content including
dishonored 2s original soundtrack, a pack of

four alternate costumes and an in-game
statue that can be downloaded from steam. as
the body of a murdered empress leaks into the

streets, the new emperor regent is missing.
dishonored 2 tells the story of corvo, who is

called upon to hunt down the emperor’s
murderer. set in the same universe as

dishonored, the next chapter in the award-
winning series also stars the assassin’s

supernatural companion, the genetically
engineered nilbog. game title: dishonored 2

store page: genres: action developers: arkane
studios publisher: bethesda softworks release
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date: 11 nov, 2016 dishonored is a first-person
action game set in a world inspired by the

mythologies of europe and the usa. the player
assumes the role of a supernatural assassin,
known as the overseer, drawn to investigate

the brutal assassination of empress emily
kaldwin. as the body count builds and the
overseers enemies swarm, the overseer is

forced to choose between loyalty to the
charismatic empress and the mission they
share. dishonored is a world of wondrous

cityscapes, brutal crowds, and ancient secrets
to discover. 5ec8ef588b
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